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Narco Blog guy down there is getting a little bold lately , he better be more careful of those
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Jun 22, 2015 . Mexican authorities recently killed a drug cartel leader and. The video is a
recording of him and his cartel executing members of a rival drug . Jun 26, 2015 . Los Zetas
(pronounced: [los ˈsetas], Spanish for "The Z's") is a powerful and violent criminal syndicate in
Mexico, and is considered by the U.S. . Sep 25, 2012 . Mexican soldiers demonstrate how to
"clean" a Mexican drug dealer.. Buddy Finder. . Mexican Army Shootout with Drug Cartel. . To
the best of Military.com's knowledge, the images, videos, and content featured on "Shock . Jun
16, 2015 . These images from a cellphone video purportedly show the New Generation Cartel
killing a man and TEEN by strapping dynamite to them and . Apr 26, 2016 . Trending Videos
CBSN Live ». Is drug cartel behind execution-style murder of Ohio family?. Manhunt and
search for motive in Ohio family's murder. Investigators are also looking at the possibility a
Mexican drug cartel is . Jan 12, 2016 . Mexican drug cartels continue to fascinate the minds of
Americans who tend to idolize outlaw. In August 2010, Los Zetas executed 78 immigrants in the
Mexican farming town of San Fernando.. . BREITBART VIDEO PICKS.Jul 14, 2015 . CNN's
Polo Sandoval explains the brutal, dangerous and bloody inner workings of the drug cartels in
Mexico.Apr 18, 2015 . Videos Show Chaos in Mexican Border Town After Capture of Drug.
Once one of Mexico's most powerful drug trafficking organizations, the. 43 students are asking
a local drug lord for help finding their sons. . good plan, let's turn everyone into cokeheads so
that mexicans stop killing each other. jesus. Search results for Mexican cartel execution. Sort
by:. If you have seen the orignal video then you will find this parody either funny or sickening.
Moreover, post . Apr 27, 2014 . mexican drug cartel interrogates stripper before execution.
chiskiaooo. . This video would have been better if she was naked.. Read more.
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behind execution-style murder of Ohio family?. Manhunt and search for motive in Ohio family's
murder. Investigators are also looking at the possibility a Mexican drug cartel is . Jan 12, 2016 .
Mexican drug cartels continue to fascinate the minds of Americans who tend to idolize outlaw.
In August 2010, Los Zetas executed 78 immigrants in the Mexican farming town of San
Fernando.. . BREITBART VIDEO PICKS.Jul 14, 2015 . CNN's Polo Sandoval explains the
brutal, dangerous and bloody inner workings of the drug cartels in Mexico.Apr 18, 2015 .
Videos Show Chaos in Mexican Border Town After Capture of Drug. Once one of Mexico's
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the images, videos, and content featured on "Shock . Jun 16, 2015 . These images from a
cellphone video purportedly show the New Generation Cartel killing a man and TEEN by
strapping dynamite to them and . Apr 26, 2016 . Trending Videos CBSN Live ». Is drug cartel
behind execution-style murder of Ohio family?. Manhunt and search for motive in Ohio family's
murder. Investigators are also looking at the possibility a Mexican drug cartel is . Jan 12, 2016 .
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